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Welcome to Mothering Earthlings


We all have our individual style and personal flair, no matter how big or little we are. Mothering Earthlings is about 
self expression. 


We know that no one is more free than the little earthlings who color our planet and warm our hearts. Mothering 

Earthlings embraces little people, their big personalities and their even bigger styles.


We have much to learn from our little earthlings. Let us stop and listen to them, so our planet can be a more 
creative, imaginative, fun and far more stylish place. Mothering Earthlings is a haven of fashion statements for little 

earthlings. Here, they make the style rules.
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Why Mothering Earthlings


It all began when two earthlings invaded the world of Rone Valles Guerrero, Mothering Earthlings founder.  She gave 
up the decadent lifestyle of late nights for the even crazier life of motherhood. After two years of living yayaless in 
Spain with two kids 20 months apart she decided it was time to move back home and raise her earthlings with 

family and friends close. Back home and in her search for affordable cool and hip kids clothes and gear Rone came 
across many mompreneurs.  Mompreneurs with similar parenting ideals and philosophies. Each mompreneur 
specializing in a few products that best complements a specific parenting style.


She saw the opportunity for a brand that pulls 
together these mompreneurs under one roof and 

building a complete homegrown line for babies, kids 
and moms.  She wanted to create a one stop shop 
for moms and so the Mothering Earthlings online 

retail experience was conceived. She wanted to 
provide an outlet for start ups and small businesses 
that do not have the resources to get into the 

traditional brick and mortar retail arena.


The new generation of mothers is decidedly more 
present than how we were mothered. Today’s moms 

are hands on - they are into babywearing and 
attachment parenting.  Today’s moms are involved - 

they don’t miss PTCs and they homeschool.  
Today’s moms are green - they choose to use cloth diapers and organic food. In the last decade there has been a 
rise in work at home moms, mompreneurs, freelancers with flexi time, mom bloggers and support for mothers 

across the globe. 


Mothering Earthlings is all about this new lifestyle of moms.
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Moms Online


Over the past few years, the online mom has been declared a force to be reckoned with. As online behaviors 

migrate from the more developed markets to the less developed, we envision an increase in the online mom 
population. In the US, the focus has been on a segment Nielsen identifies as the Power Mom:


Nielsen reports that Moms between the ages of 25–54 who have at least one child under the age of 18 within the home rep-
resent roughly 19% of the total online population. And they are not passive observers online. Rather, Power Moms leverage 

their megaphones to influence online purchase decisions. 


Power Moms leverage digital applications to stay organized, connect with their families, friends and mom networks (think 
Facebook and micro-blog platforms like Twitter, as well as mushrooming networks like MomBloggersClub.com and Twitter-
Moms.com), and to get things done, like paying the bills, ordering groceries, downloading coupons and hunting for ideas for 

the next family vacation. And lest you envision moms tapping away at their computers, know that Power Moms are also 
mobile enthusiasts who are 35% more likely to use text messaging/SMS on the go.


We see many similarities between Nielsen’s North American ‘Power Mom’ and our Online Mom in the Philippines. 

And while online shopping is less established in the Philippines, the prevalence of mompreneurs (and dadpreneurs!) 
on multiply and Facebook suggest a fast shifting behavior.  Mothering Earthlings will offer her an online experience 

that her Western counterparts enjoy. 


Our Community of Digital Earthling Mamas


Mothering Earthlings taps into the community of online moms and carves out a place of it’s own, where kids’ style is 
embraced and they are respected as individuals. In the Philippines, these are women who lean towards a more 
progressive parenting approach where children are empowered, exposed and stimulated. She runs a democratic, 

energetic and creative household where children have freedom to learn and explore.


She is connected and close to her Earthlings, but does not see them as extensions of herself or her style. Instead, 
she makes room for her Earthlings to explore style and self expression, even when some of the choices her Earthling 

makes do not fit her own sense of style.


We get to know this community through our Facebook Mothering Earthlings Page where we have over 24,00 likes 

and Instagram where we have 4,275 followers. We have a growing database of 3,500 in our mailing list and have 
received more than 250 customer reviews from certified buyers. 
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Earthling Vibe, Earthling Style

Our vibe and our style are about creativity, imagination, touches big and small that Earthlings use to express their 

style and their personality. Our Earthlings are free and happy. It doesn’t always make sense, but it makes sense to 
them and this is what matters.


On planet Mothering Earthlings all brands are 100% Filipino.


Our online shop proudly brings together Filipino design and brands, and makes them available to the world so 
Earthlings across the planet can begin to appreciate our style and the cool, contemporary way we do things.  We are 

home to over 30 brands and still growing. Our current line is curated for 0 to 6 year olds. We offer everything from 
kids clothes to diaper bags to to baby carriers to nursing wear to toys.  We are always on the lookout to find more 
mompreneurs (and dadpreneurs) that  want to be a part of our Mothering Earthlings community. We are constantly 

searching for products conceived with love and made with a skilled hand.


Online Shop


Mothering Earthlings launched in 2011 in the tiny and scorching attic of the Guerrero home.


Our store is housed on Shopify (http://www.shopify.com/), which gives us global reach, inventory management and 
allows us to accept all forms of online payment.  Shopify also has many other apps that support marketing, social 
media, customer service, inventory and more. 


We accommodate Paypal which allows us to accept credit card payments, bank deposits and cash on delivery. Our 
ability to process Pay Pal gives us relevance to the many Filipinos working overseas - the extended Earthling 
shopping community.


Shipping and fulfillment is done through Ninja Van for Metro Manila and Greater Metro Manila, LBC for provincial 
orders and Fed Ex for international shipping.
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Statistics


TRAFFIC 
We average 8,180 sessions per month at Mothering Earthlings. 


We receive about 5,600 unique visitors and close to 34,000 page views every month.

Over 30% of our visitors are returning customers.


SALES 
We have 440 products in multiple size and color variants


We process an average of 160 orders every month,

of these 130 are on the site and 30 via social media. 


Each order value averages at PhP 1,380.
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Our HQ


Our headquarters is in the Ortigas Business District, right behind UA&P and close 
to Capital Commons.  We are at The Raphael, 7 Gen. Lukban St., San Antonio 
Village in Pasig City.  Here all orders are processed and dispatched. We have 

small corner for moms to come and fit nursing wear and baby carriers.  





Contact


Chief Operating Mama, Rone Vallés Guerrero. Rone’s expertise in fashion comes from a career spanning twelve 

years and the gamut of areas from store management to publication, international franchise management to 
organizing fashion council events. She has worked on global fashion brands Natori, Replay, Emporio Armani and 
Mango. Having lived and worked in Spain for over a decade, she is fluent in both English and Spanish. She has a 

Masters in Marketing and is a professional soccer mom.  


Contact Information


Rone Vallés Guerrero

rone@motheringearthlings.me
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